Sat. Nov. 16 (1974) - 4:38

Biblical Background Material in 1974
Recently acquired by Israeli troops

A. a news report - Jerusalem, Nov. 7. Prime Minister Begin (to Knesset) - Sinai Peninsula (Jul 1974) belong to Israel under ancient historical mandate... "I hope that in The future we will not be forced by the Egyptian dictator to violate the commandment of 3300 years ago not to return to Egypt."

B. Background - historically, Egypt's eastern boundary extended to return to Egypt question before occupied by Israel permitted, Balfour (of 1919) decided that it is permissible (Holb., 1974) - Moses must be aware by now that Israel cannot uphold the mandate, they will insist on not against Jews.

A. Jerusalem, Nov. 7. Accompanying Israeli military expedition occupying the Sinai was Chief of Staff, Gen. Shalom Goren. The Suray, as the week's events performed a ceremony for the first time in thousands of years, the commandment to be 'Esen to sanctify all land conquered by Jewish forces with the sanctity of 71%. The rite was performed by walking along that is, a procession - around the conquered territory under the direction.

B. Sinai Peninsula - called 'Jo 2:24 in Ptn -
A. 11,200 sq. mile (320 x 150 m)
B. Took Jews 40 yrs. to cross to Egypt to Israel. Last week, the Israeli army tore 48 hrs.
C. Populated by several thousand Bedouins plus their camels, sheep
D. 'Jo 2:24 is hilly country; in it a small mountain which was two peaks.
E. 'Jo 2:24 is the highest peak. On slope of 2:24 is a cave where
Tradition asserts, Moses hid self in meditation and received the MAN.
F. in very top peak B. 2:24 is another cave - Tradition: Elijah hid there from suspected widow Queen Dabell (2:24).
G. The morning's Sunsin - Jacob's dream ladder. Dr. - Tradition: 'Nisso took place in Mt. Sinai [P700 in gematria = 30]
H. First city in 'Jo 2:24, occupied by Dsr. troops: is most important Sinai Peninsula. In Arabic called 'Sakko' (4:10) - seemingly be.
Original inhabitants lived in huts and 7 palm trees a family. Moses parted the Red Sea, Jacob spent time on the way to Egypt from Canaan (176)
and built a new home, hence name 4:10.
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G. WRIGHT is WRONG again!
Maimonides
A. Liberal? If living today - undisputed head of, as in last 850 yrs.
B. Excomm. Controversy, yea (elaborate?) But never excommunicated,
   & greatest critics reviled him.
C. Expelled by orth. Rab.
   1) Then all Jews were orth.
   2) Expelled by Muslim families - swatheit, Dean Wright

Revel. - Deuteronomy
A. So is that facet? In a church - should have been meant as compliment!
B. Actually: starts Genesis - promises to Abraham.
C. Question where Bible, S. Hist., T. prayers.

Dual Loyalty
A. Two loyalty, stale arguments. But:
B. Emotional maturity. Wife-Mother.
   3 ways ago - all Irish groups for stimulus (no "Irish vote?")

Communism - Marx, Jew
A. Answer would require detailed analysis. As source, MEIN KAMPF
B. Anyway: if that good argument for Pessar, why be a Nationalist?
C. He's布局 foreign to Jews: accused nationalism begun by Jews. 
   a detectable calamity when look at status Jews USSR. This was
   large-scale deportations to Siberia. Read commentary.

Discussion

Benediction: As words of a great Hasidic Rabbi: A.G. -
we pray you to redeem the Jews. But if you will not
redeem the Jews, then at least redeem the gentiles.